
1. The map as an impression
For a map user, the right impression can count for more
than accuracy. Consider a small extract from near Saltash
(Figure 1). There is the coast, the railway, the road and
some contours. It looks like a case of cycling up from the
coast to the railway, going along beside it, and then
continuing to climb inland. The thinking is maybe a
breather on the flatter stretch by the railway. The reality
however is that this is the hardest part of the climb – the
map should show this. Everything on the map is accurate:
it is the interpretation that is flawed. Tweaking a map can
lead to a better product and this needs to be based on
research on the ground.

The orienteering mapper makes extensive use of
symbols and contour manipulation so that the map user
quickly and accurately interprets the landscape.
Photogrammetry for a slope could produce evenly spaced
contours that may hide the fact that there is a steeper
section between the contours. In this case two of the
contours would be brought closer together to show it or, if
a challenge, mark the steep slope with a symbol. Playing
with contours could be considered heresy but effectively
maps are about giving the right impression – they all make
use of symbols. Road widths on maps are quite unreal. It is
plans that need to be accurate. 

To make the Saltash map clearer, a steep hill symbol
can be added to show the steepest part. Crossing a contour
means going up or down, so it makes sense to move the
lower contour nearer to the steep hill symbol. In fact, to the
right of this map, the railway crosses an estuary on a
viaduct – this is marked as it is a noticeable feature and it
shows that the railway is high as it approaches the area.

2. Some foreign walking maps
Walking in southern Europe and using locally produced
maps raises questions as to whether the cyclist or walker in
Devon and Cornwall is getting a good a balance of content
and convenience. In the Viros Gorge in the Peleponnese a
Russian acquaintance with a clear 1:25000 map wandered
around looking for water, unsure of the path. The 1:50,000
Anavasi map, on the other hand, showed the springs, in
this limestone area, with a blue drip symbol and paths were
precisely drawn. In the gorge the path follows the bed but
there are insurmountable waterfalls – a careful study of the
map shows dashes crossing one of the side contours
indicating a by pass route. Anávasi is Greek for to go up, to
ascend. The maps are quite small (455x830), tough,
foldable, water resistant and with extra information and
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Figure 1 Near Saltash, showing coast, railway, road and two
contours



routes on the back (Figure 2). Many areas of mountain
Greece are now covered ranging from Zagori 1:50,000 to
the Lefka Ori (White Mountains) in Crete at 1:25,000
[Anavasi].

The convenience and durability of the Greek maps
were appreciated and also the fact that they included
substantial walker information. With maps from eastern
Europe it can often take half an hour to digest the array of
symbols but this is an effective way to include information
and grades and characteristics of walking routes. French,
Dutch and Spanish maps for walking or cycling contain
detailed information with a common theme of not being
excessively large. It was such thinking, and experience
with orienteering software, that led to Croydecycle maps
[OCAD]. Decisions were needed on map size, format,
scale, symbols – the lot. For example, some ended up
when folded with a long horizontal axis.

An essential point with these maps concerns the level
of detail. A simple map makes sense – there is a quick
match with a person’s mental map. Asking for directions
and local information in Cornwall, people would look at
the simple printout on the handlebars and rapidly identify
roads and places. There was enough information and it was
clear.

3. Content on cycle maps
Content cannot be considered without thinking about scale
as this determines how much space there is to include the
detail that one would hope to see on the map. It is often
said that 1:100,000 is the ‘ideal’ scale for cyclists in
Britain. This enables coverage of a wide area but still

permits the showing of road bends, staggered junctions
and local features. Many areas may be less suited to this
scale: in the bold landscapes and thinly settled highlands
of Scotland and perhaps Wales, cyclists often tear a page
out of a road atlas. On the other hand there are old mining
areas with a labyrinth of lanes or suburban sprawls which
100,000 maps struggle to cope with. Steeply sloping areas
can also make things tricky. At this scale, in the south west
places requiring special care were the mining zone
between Redruth and Devoran, and Lynmouth, with a lot
of information and steep slopes – the road higher up is
almost on top of the one below. Larger settlements always
pose problems but town plans can be included. 

The legend gives an indication of what is shown on a
map. How many types of roads and paths should be
included and how will they be distinguished? Is it helpful
if a map has a road hierarchy that goes from blue to green
to red to brown to yellow to white? Trunk roads in green
are debatable – they are anything but green transport
routes and it is hardly one of the stronger colours. Green
might be preferable for cycle and pedestrian routes. For
Croydecycle Devon and Cornwall maps, the option was
for a much simpler hierarchy as the 1:100,000 legend
shows (Figure 3). Main roads, mostly A roads, with fast
traffic and many HGVs are a hostile zone for cyclists. Dual
carriageways may be most unpleasant. All these roads are
in brown – clear for the motorists using the map as they
can make good progress (limit the satnavs to them?).
‘Secondary’ roads are marked broad and yellow. These are
generally wide enough for two vehicles and can get busy
in summer or near large towns but are usually fine for a
confident cyclist. A third category – the narrow yellow
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Figure 2 Anavasi map cover Anavasi map top side: 1:25,000 with
contours at 20m

Anavasi map reverse with information
for walkers



roads – are mostly very quiet and pleasant to cycle on.
Rural unmetalled and urban side streets use the same
symbol, a dark grey line. The road network links the
settlements and the map is generous with place names that
match road signs.

Cycle routes need prominence on a cycle map but
how are they best shown? Roads are generally numbered
in red or brown; why shouldn’t cycle routes have green or
blue numbers? People follow routes by using the road
numbers, why should cycling ones be any different?
Linear highlighting of routes detracts from clarity and is
restrictive in use – users may wish to pick their own way!
The Tarka Trail, the Camel Trail and so on should stand
out and it is helpful if even short dedicated facilities, such
as alongside the A38, are shown. Much of the south west is
deficient in bridleways but they should be marked even if
the scale is rather small to use them effectively. Not
particularly related to cycling, as a personal indulgence
Michelin style suggestions of places to visit were included,
surprisingly without comment so far.

If space is limited which physical features are going
to be of use for cyclists? Many people like hill shading and
certainly the old Bartholemew’s maps were very attractive.
In the interests of clarity – easier to see the contours and
text – and where it is desired to show access land, hill
shading may just confuse. What matters is relative relief –
the contours indicate the effort required. Altitude can be
shown by spot heights. Putting a figure at the tops of cols
and valley bottoms indicates the location of these points
and allows for calculations, made easier if to nearest 5m.
Streams are essential, not only as features but to indicate
lower areas. The Tintagel extract (Figure 4) shows how the
contours and streams reveal the nature of the landscape
and steep arrow signs confirm the interpretation. In this

tourist area the coast needs to be detailed as visitors may
wish to explore on foot. Thus beaches, high cliffs and the
coast path are shown.

The legend shows other things on the map. There is a
full range of tourist information, including pubs, cafes,
shops and garages. The symbol for toilets is problematic as
the conventional one is elaborate and dubiously logical.
On these maps they are a green dot. Viewpoints for the
cyclists or walkers don’t require a car park or observation
area. There are lots of steep hills in Devon and Cornwall –
these ones mean serious effort or use of brakes, rather than
just steepness.
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Figure 3 Cornwall map legend. Main roads brown, others yellow; cyclepaths green (numbers blue); tourist symbols green

Figure 4 Cornwall 1:100,000 Tintagel extract. 



Navigation problems for cyclists or motorists
multiply when reaching urban areas. The answer is to
include town plans (Figure 5). Not only is there more
detail, but road names, shop area and features such as
toilets can help. Direction signs are aimed at motorists and
tend to lead to car parks when there is often a quieter and
more direct route that cyclists can follow.

Maps should provide extra information, to use or just
to read and think about. Cycle specific detail can be
included such as National Cycle Routes, suggested routes
with distances and phone numbers/addresses of tourist
information, cycle shops and so on.

4. Content on walking maps
The situation of scale and walking maps is even more
open. Most people would probably pick 1:25,000 as the
best scale. However, not only the suitability of areas to this
scale varies but also people’s walking styles. Furthermore,
there is likely to be a wider range of abilities and eyesights
that will have to cope with a walking map than a cycle
map. In much of upland Britain, 1:50,000 or 1:40,000
maps do the business. Some people may choose 1:100,000
or smaller for walking on long distance paths, which are
waymarked and follow the coast or river. In more densely
settled areas, with houses, farmland and tortuous rights of
way a larger scale than 1:25,000 may be desirable. The
part of North Devon covered by Croydecycle maps is hilly,
with many paths and variations in the coastline, and,
wishing to name the lanes and village roads, 1:12,500 was
selected. The extract from Mortehoe gives an idea of the
scope possible and information included (Figure 6).

The central question is how to mark and distinguish
the hierarchy of roads and paths because it can be
complicated. The legend (Figure 7), with wide and narrow

options, shows 15 possibilities, but it could have been
greater. The status of paths is quite often unclear. The
definitive map may mark a track as a highway
(unclassified county road) but it may have fallen out of use
or even be ploughed into a field. Field boundaries help to
show the precise location of paths. 

Maps at this scale permit a greater use of symbols,
which can help save space or replace text. The coast is the
main magnet so symbols can include boulders, rocky
foreshore and dunes. Contours, streams and rock outcrops
portray the physical features and access land should be
identified. Content can include information of use to the
walker, both about the area – perhaps geology, ecology and
local history – and also contact/servicing detail such as
buses or pubs or whom to approach with path problems.

5. Convenience
Maps that can be folded into the hand or pocket are
convenient. Inconvenience? What might users find
awkward or frustrating when using a map? The cyclist
always seems to be getting to the edge of the map and
having to turn it over or find the next one. Butt joints are a
particular problem, matching where you have gone off one
map with the next. The full map with its cover may be
cumbersome to fit in map bag or pocket. It may be difficult
to fold in the wind or rain after which it may fall apart
along the seams. With strip maps it may be tricky fitting
the different parts together or perhaps going into a text
box, expecting and failing to come out the other side. Once
a most delightful and unexpected ride down Cheddar
Gorge followed an attempted text box crossing that did a
90-degree turn.

In consequence the aim for Croydecycle was to make
maps that were small, foldable, and water resistant. People
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Figure 6 Mortehoe 1:12,500 walking map extract. The map
allows space for fine detail and an abundance of names

Figure 5 Newquay town map (excluding east). 



like using a small map, so much easier in rough weather,
and they appeal to children and the elderly. Cycle maps at
1:100,000 mean that a morning or afternoon ride can be
covered by folding to A5 size. Town plans and relevant
information are placed as close as possible, maybe in the
same panel. For mega convenience on the Cornwall coast
path a 1:100,000 map can be used, folded smaller than
hand size with an elastic band through the waist belt
(Figure 8). The morning or afternoon walk slotted, with
the information needed: features, names, settlements,
pubs, shops, campsites. It can be pulled it out easily for a
wider look or refolding and it doesn’t matter if it’s damp.

To help with convenience it is best if there are no text
boxes or road deletions removing part of the map. Butt
joints should be avoided – a generous overlap makes it
easier when turning or changing the map. Mapmakers
always face problems fitting the rangy Cornwall on to one
(or more) sheets. Keeping north vertical makes things clear
and is more convenient but the question is where to make
the breaks. The Croydecycle map has a hinge line as a wide
strip containing Bodmin and Eden and St Austell, the origin
or destination of many journeys (Figure 9). A second cut
was needed near Hayle, unfortunate but compensated by
the fact that the Lizard and Penwith are each well kept
within two panels (i.e. approx barbag map case). 

Croydecycle walking maps include generous
overlapping of sheets to facilitate use. The two sheets cover
the most visited part of North Devon so that almost all
likely walks are included from the resorts. There is an area
map at 1:125,000 to clarify what is beyond the map edge. 

6. Clarity
Maps short of clarity may be frustrating but they can also
trigger map-reading errors. The opposite case is a map
woefully short of detail. Getting the balance right is the
key and this depends on the area and whether the user is a
cyclist or walker. Recent visits to the Beaujolais and
Antrim raised questions about clarity. Stretched at times in
France with IGN 1:25,000, progress was plain sailing with
Northern Ireland OS 1:250,000 map.

The French map is magnificently detailed and finely
printed [IGN]. Important paths are shown as red lines and
minor paths are dark grey lines. Secondary roads (i.e. main
roads in this rural area) are shown in brown and pretty thin.
Red and brown can be confusing, especially if the sun isn’t
out. Then there is the case when the red path goes along a
minor road – what does red by yellow look like? When used
to it, it can be appreciated how detailed and accurate the
map is (note that even the resident/guide struggled at times).
For cycling, not surprisingly, the map is too detailed but
even so it wasn’t easy to pick out the main roads, hampered
by the amount of green on the map. The green here is
vineyards, except that some is woodland and some brush –
all different in appearance but with similar symbols.
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Figure 8 Map ‘belt’ for mega-convenience on Cornwall
coast path

Figure 9 Cornwall fitted to a 700 x 350 sheet

Figure 7 Mortehoe map legend. 



On the Antrim coast it was a simple case of
following major or minor roads all clearly shown. It is a
very practical map and attractive with its hill shading and
strongly coloured roads. The sprinkle of information is
useful – campsites, steep hills, tourist sites – with the only
real limitations in urban areas [Ordnance Survey of
Northern Ireland]. 

A comparison of these maps is entirely unfair, or
course. They were made for different purposes. The
Beaujolais, as a prosperous wine growing area with a long
history, has a spectacular density of rural settlement and a
cobweb of paths. Antrim in contrast has settlement in the
valleys, with little between, and very few paths.

A key component of clarity is: “does the user have a
fair chance of reliably interpreting the map?” Mistakes
will occur but the map maker can help by clarifying or
exaggerating if appropriate. For example, contour detail
can disappear beneath roads such that steep slopes may not
be recognised. The Picos de Europa are covered by
excellent 1:25.000 maps, crammed with information
[Miguel Angel Adrados]. It is difficult to represent such a
vertical area effectively but here the rock symbols help.
Paths are indicated by brown dashed lines but, in the
complexity of detail, care has to be taken to notice if there
are dots between the dashes (Figure 10). The legend
describes these as ‘difficult section’. Crossing the col on a
high level route, the descent included a 10m vertical drop
– a no go without a rope. The map had been misread!

Does a grid help or hinder clarity? Obviously it is
useful for location reference or GPS or distance estimation
but maybe a map can be clearer without one. The grid is
around the edge and, as the map folds easily, the coordinates
can be worked out if required. Finally, surely clarity is
helped when maps have the same vertical north line. 

7. Cost issues
Cyclists and walkers appreciate the cost of things and what
they like from a map is value for money. Are maps
expensive? They are often over elaborate with covers and
glossy pictures. Distribution and marketing doesn’t help
either – middle men, advertising and the aim to be new or
up to date all add to costs. How much do things really
change? It is often mostly a presentational change. Another
thing is how much map am I getting? A lot of sea is often
the answer.

Maps could make fuller use of the paper, given that it
is expensive if high quality. With modern printing and
precision guillotining the margin and edging grid can be as
little as 5mm. Areas of sea or generous overlap can be used
for town plans and information. Backing a map of course
gives value for money. For real cost effectiveness, a small
map is the answer: less paper cost and 500 x 700 can go on
a standard press. Thus it was that Croydecycle put the
whole of Cornwall, or most of Devon, on one sheet. The
walking maps are half the size and half the cost – a price
many find attractive. There are very few, detailed small
maps out there for walkers.

The size of operation has a bearing on map costs.
Croydecycle’s minimal approach has research coinciding
with walking or cycling, computer in the bedroom and
distribution pedalling locally. Publicity is an occasional
review. It is a product with a difference but market
penetration is patchy. Maps may have been a near
monopoly, shaping people’s attitudes, but now the Internet
is inducing change and it may be that an Easymap will
arrive.

8. Conclusions
Cycling and walking are on the increase. Map users are
becoming more discriminating and can pick from an
expanding menu. Many visiting the southwest bring bikes
and cycle hire is popular – an escape from suburban and
commuter chaos. Devon is also a magnificent area for
walking with great views of hills, cliffs and beaches. The
market is there for dedicated maps. 
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Figure 10 Picos de Europa extract. 1:25,000 map with 10m
contours, rock symbols and paths




